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Emotional ’Right You Are!’ Hitchcock
To Continue Run Tonight
Reveals His
By GERALD NACIINI \\
Drama Editor
An often bright, too often drab,
play, "Right You Are! (If You
Think So)," continues its seven night run this evening at 8:15 in
Studio Theater, SD103.
Seen in the Luigi Pirandello
Play in lead roles are Bruce Love lady, who presents the playwright’s intellectual theme (that
"truth" is subjective at best),
Elaine Bartolone and Danny Zan -

st.
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letter.
Miss Bartolone and Zanvettor are given the difficult task
of carrying the emotional story
Ilse, which in fact, lags most of
the tinw, and cannot compete
with the barbs of Pirandello at
his vitriolic best.
Takircz the several supporting
parts are Carole Warren, Richard
aossomme, Alton L. Blair, Jennifer lisle and Lelia Walker.
Hossome and Blair carry on the
out -right physical comedy of the
play, with Miss Walker and Miss
Hole in the role of two gossips.
Misses Warren and Blair are
tempted to play their roles at too
frantic a pace.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama, directs
the play in good style and manages to move the cast along
smoothly in what Is otherwise a
philosophically witty play.
Pirandello’s thesis -that Tan
can indeed be a fool while searching for wisdom, in this case
"Truth"- comes across without
any subtlety as he hammers his
case home. But, at times, his play
seems to lack basic audience interest.
Pirandello’s high points come
when he throws verbal darts at
those who contend "truth" is black
or white, and who pursue it with
hilarious at
Thrown into such a quandarY,
the actors In "Right You Are
come through well in this play
that is a playwright’s, not an
actor’s, vehicle. In fact, "Right
You Are!" could be enjoyed almost as well if heard and not
seen.
The scarce sets by J. Wendell
Johnson all but increase the actors’ problems in making their
characterizations appear real. This
difficulty is heightened one-hun-

Housing Officials
Get New Quarters
.ot increase in the dormitory pr,,,o-arn, the housing office
moved to larger quarters yesterday.
New location is Adm266. The
housing office is now occupying
the place of the former extension
office, which moved to an apartment house at 303 S. Ninth st.
The testing office is also ex Pending by adding Adm229, former location of the housing office.
- -

Geology Masters
Available in Fall

A new master of science degree
in geology will be offered for the
first tirne at. SJS next fall, according to Dr. John T. Kuo, adviser
to the new program.
The new degree is designed "to
increase the professional competencies of students for responsible positions with industrial concerns, governmental serViCeS And
institutiops," accordeth4cational
lag to Dr. Kun.
All candidates, before receiving
the master’s
degree in geology,
must have satisfied the minimum
reataireinents of the SJS B.S. degree in geology, or the equivalent,
Br Kuo said.
The curriculum also is intended
to satisfy the
current demand for
those who desire
graduate training for Self-improvement but who
am not interested in candidacy
for the degree.

dred-fold by the nearness of the
arena style, where the audience
sits around the action.
Costumes and lighting are by
Leon Brauner and Kenneth Dorst.
Tickets for "Right You Are! (If
You Think So)" may be purchased
from 1 to 5 p.m. daily at the College Theater box office. Prices
are 50 cents for SJS students, $1
for others.

Club Lists Due
Organizations not submitting
lists of current officers and advisers by Friday Will be subject
to court action, warned ASB
Vice President Guy Gleason yesterday.
The lists are to be turned in
at the activities office, Adm242,

Fears in Lyke
Ilullyvsuud’s ’ Master of Suspense" Alfred Hitchcock answers
a barrage of questions from Editor
Ron Miller in the mystery issue of
Lyke Magazineon sale tomorrow at six campus locations.
Tonight the identity of Lyke’s
"mystery doll" will be revealed
when Don Sherwood interviews
her on his 10:30 television show
over KTVU, channel 2.
The magazine will go on sale
tomorrow morning at 7:30. Sales
will continue through the day.
Price is 35 cents.

By THAI 1 (,) MERE)
Federation of I ...idlers, AFL-CIO, HOW has a
local is tile campus of San Jose State College.
I organization and
The new local is chartemd by the nat.
NO. 102
already has interested a significant number of SJS professors,
Dr. Richard G. lunacy, professor of art, said yesterday’.
Dr. Tansey said Pres. John ’I’. V, aldquist hate indicated his
approval in a letter to the local.
1o.. ri,iin

’Watery’ Master Plan
Gets Educators’ Okay
Educators from state colleges
and the University of California
yesterday went on record in favor of the final "watered-down"
version of the master plan approved by the senate finance committee yesterday.
Although they admitted the approved plan is far less forceful
than the original proposal, they
said it is better than no plan
at all.
The statement was signed by
Dr. Clark Kerr, president of the
University of California; Roy E
Simpson, state superintendent of
public instruction, and others.
The original planners recommended their suggestions be introduced as a constitutional amendmentto prevent future arbitrary
alterations by legislators.
But the senate education committee rejected this proposal and

UCCF To Feature
Discussion Groups

Dr. Roland F. Lee, associate
professor of English, said the local
union has two broad purposes: to
improve the education policy generally; teachers themselves and
standards; and to gain more voice
in academic freedom.
Professor Tansey defined acts.
demic freedom by saying teachers. in all levels, should have a
strong voice in determining their
own conditions as do other profesaions.

ansfei ied most 01 the proposals
Ito statute formmaking them easlily amendable.
The main points of the present
plan are:
I. "A board of trustees for a
separate state college system with
the requisite powers and full
stature.
2. "Differentiation of function
among the segments of higher education, while providing fur cooperation among them."

AD RATIO DOWN
"The new Lyke has 20 per cent
I
less advertising and more features," Editor Miller said.
In the regular interview feature, Alfred Hitchcock voices opinions on everything from Kim NoRaid GleatiOn.
vak to TV commercials. A series
of photos by Dan Bauer capture
the director in moods from the
serious to the ribald.
Hitchcock tells what his motion
Two discussion groups on
picture formula is and why he "Our Calling to be Servants,"
uses the suspense devices in all his and "Religion, Sex and Politics"
Fol more than 2500 years Iranfilms. In a lighter vein, he tells will highlight tonight’s meeting
ians have been celebrating Noewhy he turned down an acting of the United Campus ChrisRooz, their new year, beginning
career and reveals what scares tian fellowship at 7:15 in the
with the first day of spring.
Alfred Hitchcock.
Christian center, Fifth and San
This year, SJS Iranian students
Fernando sts.
are honoring the year with a
RUSSIANS CAN WIN
The first topic deals with
dance at the Ste. Claire hotel
In the sports area, Lyke offers
Friday at 8:30.
an exclusive article in which Biblical studies, and the latter
Tickets are $3 per couple and Olympic boxing coach Julie Me- with theology. Evening worship
may be purchased at the door or nendez tells why he thinks the will follow the discussion.
The group invites all those
from any Iranian student on Russians can beat us in Rome this
interested to attend.
campus.
summer.
Music will be provided by Don
Spartan Daily columnist Jerry
Chan’s five-piece band. Entertain- Nachman declares war on the
ment will be by a group of Iranian students and professionals. It
will consist of Iranian songs and
dances, backgrounded by an Iranian orchestra playing instruments
such as the fakharr or drum and
By RON BATES
the shay or flute.
Officials from the Iranian conThe revised constitution goes to
sulate in San Francisco are exthe associated student body in
pected to attend.
May for approval.
If 51 per cent of the voters approve the proposed legislation, it
becomes campus law. If the majority vote is not obtained, the
work of approximately 60 people
m the revision committee and var:isasiub-coritmittees goes down the
Annual "Faculty Man of
liaise
Year" award will be presented
Besides innovations in the legisSigma Delta Chi’s Deadline (Li.
lative, executive, and judicial
ner Thursday night in the faculty
branches cited in previous articles,
dining room of Spartan cafeteria
the revised constitution has many
The banquet begins at 6:30, and
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
other features.
includes a speech by Paul Speegle,
Lyke’s Mystery Guest
Students would have the power
columnist for the San Francisco
News-Call Bulletin, and a skit by greeks in his parody, "Findher- of legislation concerning on -camGerald Nachman, Spartan Daily fells" andlk t ff Glen R b pus and off-campus issues by the
initiative method.
columnist.
erts satirizes whodunnit fiction
Upon petition to the Student
Tickets are $2.50 for students in "Girl in the Raincoat."
Council by 15 per cent of the
and $3 for adults, and are availstudent body, an initiative measSPYKE NEW FEATURE
able at the Spartan Daily office
Jack Pear suffers the "Lyke ure could be placed on a ballot in
or Adm176.
Spyke," a new feature, in the a special or general election within
mystery issue. Featured cartoon- 10 days.
ist John Hopkins, whose work has
A two-thirds majority of the
appeared in Playboy, contributes votes cast in such an election
would be required for the enactseveral pages of cartoons.
Peter Kuehl’s "Catcher in the ment of the measure.
The Student Council, by a twoScotch," a serious piece that borElection of next year’s officers rows its theme from J. D. Sating- thirds vote, has the power to place
will head the agenda at the Ski er’s college favorite. "Catcher in a measure on the ballot.
The recall is another recourse
club meeting tonight at 7:30 in the Rye," is the featured short
S142. Nominations were submitted story.
Several other special features,
at the last two meetings.
Activities will also be planned articles, stories and cartoons by
for the remainder of the school campus contributors round out
year as well as for the beginning Lyke’s 56 pages.
Miller had the help of 21 staff
of the 1960 fall semester.
Post -skiing plans for this season members, who perform a variety
Persons interested in signing tip
include a possible ice skating trip of duties each issue. Lyke is pub- for the biannual Dr. Dorothy
or water skiing party, Nancy Ste- lished four times during a school Kelleher Oral Reading Award conyear: the nest issue is dile May 16. test, to be. held April 28, are reteildieity chairman, said
quired to sign up before April R.
Persons who do not fill in the
!lam( of their selection and author by Friday will be removed
from the list, and students who
have signed up on the second list
will replace them.
So far, 25 persons have signed
Tv,ehe SJS coeds will face the mores Kathy 1:gginian, Linda
first elimination screening for the Nickerson and Marlene Rowett; tip for the elimination contest, to
title of Miss San Jose tomorrow juniors Janet Staggs and Susan be held April 19 in Studio The- ,
ater, but a second waiting list ,
night at 6 o’clock at the De Anza Evers; and senior Maria Wide.
The screening interviews are has been posted.
hotel. There are 65 entrants.
Tryouts will require readers to
Interviews to determine person- open to the public, according to
ably, talent, poise and character Ralph Parker, Jaycee representa- give three minutes of their selecwill be made of freshmen Darlis tive. The total number of candi- tion In the April 19 elimination conCarle, Robin Hal p1 n, Linda dates will be narrowed down to test, stated Noreen LaBarge
Hughe s, Carol Loughlin, Carol about 30, he said, and 13 finalists Mitchell, associate professor of
speech.
Ruggles and Jude Sheeder; sopho- will be chosen May 7.

Students from Iran
Observe ’Noe-Rooz’

Instructors Organize
Local Campus Union

Hearings Today
For Nine Clubs

DR. RICHARD TANSEY
... union organizer

Nine campus organizations will
appear for hearings in student!
court today, all on charges of failure to submit a revised list of
officers and advisers to ASB
Prosecuting Attorney and the ASB
"Walk to Freedom," a 15-minActivities Office last semester.
Ccurt will convene in the Col- ute film on the bus boycott that
lege Union at 2:30 p.m.
desegregated Montgomery, Ala.,
buses, will be shown at tonight’s
TASC meeting in CI-1226 at 7:30.
The meeting is open to the public.
Applications still are availOther topics under discussion
able for resident assistants for will be current Negro sit-ins in
the new dorms, Robert Baron, the South, and the petition now in
houshig coordinator, announced circulation on the SJS campus to
yesterday.
determine local feeling about the
Students must be doing grad- sit-ins.
uate work next fall to he eligiTASC said it plans further to
ble. Six men and six women are take a definite stand on the reneeded. Pay is $720 a year, and cent housing policy announcement
cost of room and board rotors which will require all single stuout of the pay.
dents under 21 to live in approved housing.

TASC To Feature
Bus Boycott Movie

Dorm Assistants

New Constitution Goes to Voters
In May; Majority Vote Needed

Outstanding Prof
To Receive Award

Ski Club To Elect
Officers at Meeting

Reading Contest
Blanks Available

Twelve Coeds in Competition
For Title as ’Miss San Jose

at the students’ disposal. Dissatisfied with the actions of an electedl
or appointed officer, students
could present
to the Student ,
Council a petition signed by 15
per cent of the student body.
The council would call a special
election( and if a two-thirds majority of all votes cast favors the
recall of the officer, he is removed from his post.
The council could initiate a recall measure by a two-thirds vote
of its membership.
One of the major changes in
the election procedures proposed
would be the elimination of staggered terms of the class representatives, a sore point In the
present constitution. All council

members ssould be elected around
the first part of May. The freshman class would elect its representatives after the first three
weeks of the fall semester.
The ASH Court would receive a
new name under the revision.
"The judiciary (present student
court I would have more authority
and prestige than ever before,"
said Sam Obregon. chairman of
the revision committee.
Obregon will present the complete revision of the constitution r
to the Student Council tomorroe.
at 230 p.m. in the College 1
ion. 315 S. Ninth at., fist possiichanges.
Voters will have the final ss.
in May,

world wire
51 5\
NEW MOVE FOlt t I ft
A ,,
SAN RAFAEL am
legal challenge to Caryl Chessman’s death sentence was introduced yesterday by his attorney,
George T. Davis, in a petition filed
in Mann County Superior Court.
Davis filed a petition for a writ
of habeas corpus asking that the
two death warrants against Chessman be nullified and that he be
freed from San Quentin Prison,
where he is scheduled to die in the
gas chamber May 2.

L.A. SENATE PLAN OPPOSED
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - Boards
of supervisors in 49 of California’s
58 counties have -joined opposition
to a Los Angeles plan for reapportioning the senate, according to
Bert A. Phillips, secretary and esecutive director of Californians
Against Inequitable Reapportion- I
ment.
I
CAM’s advisory committee is
headed by state Sen. Edwin J.
Regan (D-Weaverville), who reported Saturday that the only
counties not committed to CA1R
are Los Angeles, Inyn, Orange. 1
San Bernardino, Mono, Riverside,
Ventura, Imperial and Santa Bar- ,
bara.
Regan said, however, that "many
of these counties have indicated
they will join the fight against
senate reapportionment."
The Los Angeles plan, ori6inat-

ed by Supervisor Frank Bonelli,
would divide the state along the
Tehachipis and give Northern and
Southern California 20 state senaators each. The North now has 28
and the South 12.
Regan said that Los Angeles
now dominates the assembly with
31 representatives and it would
get seven senators under the Bonen’ plan, compared to its present
one.
BROWN REPORTS SAVINGS
SACRAMENTO (CPT IGov
Edmund G. Brown reported yes
terday that California would sa,
at. least $11,500.000 by next yea,
because it abolished the state f.in
and exposition fund.
Brown said that until the 1959
legislature killed the fund, the
72 county and district fairs were ,
given an automatic $65,000 a year. ,
Under the new program only 421
fairs drew the full allocation in I
1959-60 and only 28 will get it in
1960-61.
IKE, MAC BFAIN TALKS
CAMP DAVID, Md. tUPD
President Eisenhower and British
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
opened their crucial nuclear test
ban talks yesterday by expressin
hope of arriving eventually "at ,
properly safeguarded agreemer
with the Soviet Union" to S’l

pend tests.

NO SMOOTH ROAD
Unionization for teachers is not
a smooth road, for Dr. Lee indicated that professionalism and unionism, to some people, are at
points of conflict. The traditional
concept of the profession flaw,
medicine, the ministry and education) finds some difficulty in reconciling itself with labor organ!.
t ion.
’The trouble," Dr. Lee pointed
out, "is that other professions can
be self-employed, or at least have
the relative ability to be so. The
teacher cannot. He must work for
other people.
"And then too," he continued.
"a group is just as professional
as the people who comprise it.
"As Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
once said," Dr. Lee added, "’We
must think words and not deeds’."
Dr. Tansey said the organization
is deeply interested in raising the
standards of the profession.
WANT STRONG LOBBY
"We need a good strong lobby,"
he said, "in order to gain some of
the ends. Politics are necessary,
and at the present time we haven’t much in that direction."
In emphasizing the economic
decline of the teacher, Dr. Lee
pointed to the fact that 60 years
ago college professors were on an
squat footing with doctors, law,as: and other professional men in
terms of wages.
"Since World War II, however," he pointed out, "the
teacher has lost much of this
equality in economic status."
Dr. Lee indicated some difficulty V. ith students over unionized
instructors might occur, "hut if
they know their American history
well. there won’t be any," he
added.
The AFT now has locals on
many large campuses in the U.S.,
including the University of Michigrin. University of Wisconsin. Yale
and San Francisco state college.
Dr. I.ee said the SFS local has
(Continued on Page 4)

Jan Jose Census
Shows City Has
198,000 People
hrl, reachSan Jr-, s patuidi
ed 198.000, according to the State
Department of Finance. which conducted a population cstunate here
on March 1.
The estimate is 21.8 per cent
over the special 1958 estimate of
160,719.
City Manager A. P. Harriman
said the purpose of the study was
to qualify San Jose for additional
state monetary assistance. He estimated that the new figure will
bring about $27,750 form gasoline
tax and $162.000 from motor vehicle in lieu tas, ,l,wat ions.

Double, double, toil and
v
trouble. Students are sleeping so don’t break the bubble
And in order not to break
+he bubble, you have to wall ;;;
lightly. Here at R/A we
Ei
have the Walk -Over slip-on
moccasin that’s the lightest
walking shoe around. Only
16.95, too. You’ll walk so
lightly and comfortably that
you’ll think you’re
barefoot!
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All unsigned editorials ant written by the, editor. Editu,
editors or reporters will be signed with the writer’s initials.

Do We Reflect On-Campus
Interest in World News?
pet lio%. nee II interest in oll-campt,- afThe que-Ii.,..
fairs exiata anion2 -indent- has ari-eu again. and the ,M41 tills
ituily has been ti -,,1 to 11ln-trate that "not ruttelt.’ dries.
t I h. "ool touch- resolution stale that there
Opposir
.1i itilere-1_ and that the /hub; mendc gites all
defiuitel, is
untrue refleetiim of it- :111101111i.
Piunings. sports and greek /11’11., are the insist eoIII mon targets of the anti -Daily complainers. The attacks seem to lia%e
substance too: there is no denying that sports tieurp one-fourth
of the newspaper es er day.
Society% too. %hen it is used, takes up another one-fifth of
the space. cutting down Hess. content emi-iderahl.
But this criticism seem- unfair. Local sport- are important
to must student,. oil e:11111,11-. 1’111111111s .1t111 dance .111111111,1111Iii
are essential parts of the small Ilse- -0 man% -toilents lea, I.
to dens dd. lack of greatness in
It is quite a temptai.
students. It feels so intuit better to 0 the Spartan tinily is
urong that there realls i- interest in "%odd affairs."
I- ill-founded- and futile. It i. mash
But stall
more reali,tie te fat, a hat actually confronts us. I L.
page is brie: re.i l. ssa eav and dance bulletins are

19th Century Music
To Be Sung Today

’Economics Involved
In Housing Ruling’

FORMAL
WEAR
OFirst in
formal wear
since 1906
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RENTALS
San Jose

75 South 2nd Street
CY4-2322
Abe Pole Alfa, San Franclate,
OokkAnd ond Berkeley
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EDITOR: Is it possible that
the administration, in insoking
the new housing law, is. In reality, only worried about filling up
the new men’s dorms and at the
same time trying to calm some
of the worried men’s boarding
house operators?
Down through history many
movements or changes have
been made for supposedly betterment -of-mankind, non -economic
reasons; when, in fact, the real
pressure behind the movement
was vested interests ---money.
This, new legislation, affecting
only that group of men who are
not freshmen but are under 21,
looks to this writer like it move
to fill up the to-he-completed
men’s dorms, and at the same
time, keep a few minors left
,,v.-r to fill the boarding houses.
At the present time the boarding houses are able to take care
’,I the frosh men. but with the
three new dorms capacity 6001,
the chances are that with only
freshman men required to live
in approved housing, the boarding houses would be vacated and
fold. Not only that, but at pre-ant, I believe, there are only

Spa2tan9ihi
I Entered es se1934. et San
irt of Merv-

.1 -
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,

ed daily by
Jose State C
Scndey, d
S..6tc..c - s-,a;sder RAY FARRIS, C.LU.

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
If you are soon going to
graduate, you’ll be interested in learning about New
York Life’s program of life
insurance especially suitable
for college students.
Several attractive plans are
available for you to choose
from. And because you are
young and still a student,
you enjoy the money-saving
advantage of low premium
iates. What’s more, through
Eny personal arrangement
you can defer payment of
the first premium until after
you graduate.
Get all the valuable facts on
New York Life’s attractive,
low cost way to financial security. Send for your free
copy of the informative
booklet, "It’s Your Move,
Joe
write ...phone ...or visit
RAY K. FARRIS, CLU

(1/4;
Campus Representative

New York Life
Insurance Company
490 N. First St.
CV 410,13

Two members of the San Jose
State music faculty will be featured soloists with the Santa
Clara Philharmonic orchestra in
Its final concert at 8:30 p.m.
April 8 in the University of Santa Clara auditorium.
Violinist Gibson Walters, professor of music and concert muster of the orchestra, and first
cellist Donald Ilornoth, assist:1nd professor of music, will per’form in Concerto in B flat by
Also appearing as soloist with
the orchestra will be tenor Apte
Soljanich, who will sing four
operatic arias. He will sing selections from "L’Africana," "Rigoletto," "L’Elisir d’amore" and
"Pagliacci."
The Philharmonic orchestra
will hold solo auditions In Concert hall at SJS Saturday, April
16. Young musicians will have
the opportunity to appear as soloists with the orchestra. Vocal
soloists and musicians between
the ages of 16 and 30 are eligible
to audition.

A series of films concerning
the ambiguities of love will be
presented by the Stanton! Film
society at Cubberly auditorium.
beginning tomorrow.
-Children of Paradise" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
and Thursday with a 4:15 p.m.
matinee on Thursday.
Other films in the nine-picture
series are: -Marianne of My
Youth," April 6; ’Nights of CaWitt," April 13; "Brief Encounter," April 20; "Madchen In Uniform," April 27; "ills Gilt Friday," May 4; "Camille," May 11;
"Day of Wrath," May 18, and
"Game of Love."
Membership cards for the series are available at the Memorial auditorium box office at
Stanford. No single admissions
will be sold.

Delta Phi Delta
To Meet Thursday
Delta Phi Delni, honorary art
fraternity, will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday at the home of Betsy
Dudley, 31 S. Ninth st
llttes of the dedication of the
Art building and the art exhibit
valll be shown and plans for future Delta Phi Delta art shows
will be mute.

Thrust and Parry

Vocal music of the late 19th
century will be performed at the
Survey of Music Literature class
at 11:30 a.m, today in Concert
hall. Musical selections will be
presented by Manuel Patterakis,
Brooke Shebley and Mrs. Polly
Dunning, Edwin Dunning, assistant professor of music. and Dr.
SVuIJiam IL s
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Two Profs
To Perform
In Concert

Movie Series
Set at Stanford
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sec s 125 applications for residence in the new men’s dorms.
The answer looks obvious. The
state says the college can require all minors to live in approved housing, and as Dayton
Allen says, "Why not?"
RICH FREELAND
ASB 14496

Reader Questions
Sports Car Classes
EDITOR: In an article about
sports cars, re: Spartan Daily
March 18 (in which he misspells
Lancia) someone calling himself
T.J.G. says that Triumph TR3
owners don’t consider the Karmann Ghia to be a sports car
because it has a VW engine.
May I ask on what grounds
TR3 owners base this illogical
opinion? Is it because the Ghia
is not as fast as a TR3? If you
want to use this argument. then
I contend that the TR3 is not a
sports car either, because it is
not -as fast as a D2 Bristo or
an Aston Martin.
Are you setting price as the
determinant? Is the TR3 less a
sports car because it is cheaper
than a BMW 507?
Is your argument based on the
- -

’Suede Shoe Boys
Again Rap Doors
SACRAMENTO (UPI I --State
consumer counsel Helen Nelson
says the "suede shoe boys" are
operating again.
She said Sunday that they are
the door-to-door salesmen who
sell by high pressure, misrepresentation or wild promises. She
estimated that food freezer
salesmen are doing a milliondollar-a -month business in Los
Angeles and that one-quarter
of it was in excess of legitimate
costs.
Mrs. Nelson said there would
he a hearing Wednesday in Los
Angeles at the city attorney’s
office concerning a high-pressure pitch to sell water softeners.
The average contract price
for water softeners is $700, she
said. But the reported cost to
the contractor is about $125, according to her investigators.
But she said that other
schemes involving knitting machines, freezers and aluminum
siding for homes were also under investigation.

LAST RUN OPENS TONIGHT OF
P1RANDELLOS COMEDY

"Right You Are (If You Think So)"
Performances March 29 thru April 2
8:15 p.m. College Studio Theatre
General admission $1.00

SJSC Students 500

Box Office Open 1-5 p.m.

fitet that the VW Is a small disphuement engine? The Lotus
Elite Coupe (1220m-) is almost
Identical to the VW (1191ec) In
this respect. Don’t try to tell me
that the Lotus Ls not a sports
ear.
Perhaps you think that a car
with a rear-mounted engine is
not a sports car. Have you seen
the Porsche racing record? . . .
Lastly, why is it that ’in SCCA
sanctioned and sponsored Concourse d’Elegances the Karmann
Ghia is classified as a sports
car? Are you TR3 owners so
wise that you can dispute the
Sports Car Club of America?
Don’t be too disdainful of the
smaller cars, you who drive the
bug-eyed TR3; some day you
may be sucke up the exhaust
pipe of a competition-tuned Berkeley!
MARTIN E. NEDOM
ASS A8969

Plants Need Labels
For Identification
Why don’t they do
something about it? I mean our
friends in the Botany department and in the Buildings and
Grounds office. They could label
some of the representative species of trees and shrubs on our
campus for the benefit of students and staff who thirst for
knowledge of their names as
much as the plants themselves
thirst for gentle rain.
PHILIP M. BLAIR
Assistant Professor of .
Mechanical Engineering
EDITOR:

"K" Club
365 E. Julian
Luncheon & Dinners being
served daily except Sunday.
special
16-02 NEW YORK

STEAK

4.1’410 1111. NM/o 4. +Mr .MIts

BOY REPORTER

hired Potato

The Music department
still
Newt:it pianist SytaiJ
In a Senior recital at 8
IS 5.
night in Concert hall.

..=1.

11110.11

En garde!

Mozart’s Ten Variations
theme by Gluck will (peaonthea
program. Miss Wuudkey asu
play "Unser dimmer
PoeSet
Meint."

11 I ERE WAS a pretty angry let ter addresseil
to the "EDITOR" of our newspaper in the Thursday "Thrust and Parry" column.
When our editor was doing
Now I have the young man
something else, I sneaked a look
right where I want him. The
at the letter and was shocked
writer of this letter has leaped
to see some very uncalled -fur
at my all -too-clever bait!
rental:km directed at the press
(Ail along my purpose has
and myself.
PI this
been to prut oke
Now I don’t mind anyone ats
started and !nature audience to
tacking the pressthat Is our
lash outand here we see the
Constitutional rightbut wind
writer has done just this.
I hate to see is moue person atm
Just goes off half-cocked and
That is a good one on him all
takes it upon himself to strike
right.
me.
out at
"Certainly we have vital and
The writer wrote
and I
pressing questions to be discussquote- "Nachman (that must be
ed," the young man continues.
me) caters to P.E. majors and
Yes, I must agree there are
children in general."
those sorts of questions.
Go ahead--criticize me all you
And soin the Interest of a
like--but I think it highly unmature and %tamed audience I
necessary to drag P.E. majors
have taken room from my arand children Into this.
ticle today devoted to this cause.
And what surprises me is that
(In the space below you may
so far there haven’t been any
write in any pressing and vital
football players storming around
questions you choose. Send them
up here; the children have taken
along to me, and I will mail
it right in stride, too.
them to the President.;

The second selection will
be
five movements from Sonata
in
mlnur, Opus !I, by
hrahea.
The recital will closeteakens
hale front Books 1 .list
11 Ly
Debussy.
Miss Woudkey has studiel
with John Delevurvas, associate
professor of music. She has
won
several awards in the Intern:,
tiorial Piano Recording festital

SAN JOSE
PA WAYS
GROUP
INSTRUCTIONS
5 1 -hr. lessons
$7.50 per person
Mm. 6 prsons

2.
SO, IN their behalf, let me
clear up a few hazy references:
First-- it should be made clear
that usually never cater to any
special interest groups.
Secondly, I cater only to a
specific g
p of childrenthose
between the ages of 17 and 22
not Just "children in general."
I mentioned I "usually" never
cater to special interest groups,
hut sometimes I find it necessary to cater to just about anyone. Now, take today for example. Today. I am catering to
a disgruntled reader.
"We continue to be insulted
by the gross rankness of small
minds," he adds. Good parry,
there! That is one of the letter’s
best sentences by a long way.
Especially that "gross rankness"
part.

THE WRITER goes on:
"Hence it seems the jouralism
department had better start providing some thought -provoking
material for a mature and starved audience."

SENATOR
KENNEDY’S
WIFE
She was brought up in an
entirely different kind of
world. She’s not at all what
you would expects U.S. Senator’s wife to be. She would
be more interested in what
Byron was doing than what
Napoleon was doing and yet,
Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy
might soon becothe the "first
lady" of the land.
Where does a brilliant and
cultured, shy and retiring
30-year-old beauty fit into a
presidential candidate’s life?
If John Kennedy wins the
election, how much does
Jacqueline stand to lose?
For the first time, you can
meet the real Mrs. Kennedy...
b :Se April -,ue of

Redbook
h.

Soup
Salad

Senior To Play
Recital Tonight

Gerald Nachman,

per group

I.

HOURS
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Doily
9 to 6 Sot., Sun.

3.

Just East of N. First St. and
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
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WHO WENT TO THE PROMAND WHY

"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is Werther
Sigdoos. I sit next to you in psych. I’m kind of dumps: and
I always wear a sweat shirt."
"I’m afraid I don’t remember you," said !keno Livia Pio!
belle.
"I’m the one whose lecture notes you’ve been barn ss
two years," said Werther.
"Oh, yes!" said Anna Livia. "What do yen wish, 11sssi
"Werther," said Werther. "What I wish ii to take y..
Junior Prom next April."
"But this is November 27, Woatnor," said Anita Li% Ss
"Werther," said Werther. "Yes, I know, hut you are so raund
and beautiful that I was afraid you might have a date already?!
"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna 1
"Ircrater,"

said Werther. "Oh, drat!"

Anna I.ivia did not really have a date, but she was expecting
to be Raked by Stewart Stalwart, athletic and IINIOC, ha iehoine
as Apollo, smooth as ivory, wearer of faultless tweeds, glieker
of Marlboro cigarettes which even without Ilia other aihievements would stamp him us a man with knoa-ls.w, iM a
pleasure-oriented palate. If you think flavor went out when
filters came in, try a Marlboro. This one brim; with est atal
sip and the goad, mild taste so dear to these who stnoke for the
pure joy of it. Get yourself a pack of Marlboros and IStsii (a
your friends say, "There, by George, guess smoker w
a hawk from a handsaw."

EL
’BE!

But I digress. Anna Livia waited and waited for Stewart
Stalwart to ask her, but two days before the Prom, to everybody’s amazement, he asked Rose-of-Sharon Schwartz, a nsadescript girl with pavement-colored hair and a briefcase.

Maga.ine for Young Adull
a sole at all IteWaataaani
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Coffee

The

Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
A FOREIGN

TO FOREIGN STUDIES
Sixth Summer Session
Regular Session June 24August 12, 1960
APPROACH

Languages and Civilizations of France, Germany, Italy, Spain
and Russia. Intensive and concentrated graduate and undergraduate upper division courses taught in the language by
native instructors. Special workshops for teachers And prospective teacher; of French, Spanish and German, with real classroom practice teaching.
Political Arts (Comparative History, Human Geography, Comparative Law and International Economics). An intensive program
in general education for undergraduate students. A graduate
program featuring a comparative study of Russian and Amerh
can foreign policies and their ideological, historical, legal, economic and geographical backgrounds.
Special Session for beginners in foreign language
June 20September 2, 1960
Eleven weak, beginners course in ranch, Russian, Spanish and German,
15 hours a day, 6 days a week)
CI
will be limited to 10 students each.
Graduate and undergraduate credit may be earned.
Accommodation in language houses available.
Campus: Mission San Carlos terrorism Carmel by the sea.
Oh.
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Anna Livia immediately phoned Wertlier Sigufoos. "My
Prom date has come down with a dread virus," the said, "and
I have decided to accept your invitation, Widelrop."
"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders!"
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call Iron) Stewart
Stalwart. "My Prottcdate has come down with a dread virus,"
he said. "Will you go with me?"
"Certainly," she said and promptly phoned Werther and said,
"I have conic down with a dread virile and cannot go to the
Prom with you, Whipstitch."
"Wcrther," said Werther. "Oh, mice and rats!"
So Anna Livia went to the Proni with. Stewart and who (hi you
think they ran into? Rose-of-Sharon with Werther, that’s alio!
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Itomr-of-Sharon because she
always did his homework, but she had weaseled out Ifi’MUfte shy
really wanted to go with Werther with whom she felt it gird
in
oneness because they were both no dumpy. He fell wildly
run
love with tier at the Prom, and today they are married and
a very atiecensful five-minute auto wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna 1.ivia and Stewart are happy, too. They are still juniors
and have not mimed n prom in mixtenn years. c ,xso so,

The Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

*

P.O. Be. 1522, Monterey, California
TelsphoneFRontier 2.3560

promor if
lire hoof you’ll be smoking Marileros al your
you like mildness hut you don’t bkie titters Philip Morrie
front the some tuakera.
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acedo Gives
15 Tenth
Nationals
nky Torn Macedo, the Sparlone entry in the NCAA
ring championships at Dalver the weekend, came
gh %Ott a third and fourth
in his backstroke speSJS splashertai
lues to ghe the
tenth In the meet won
e
pirellisI5 USC.
a Spartan splusher salted to
irird place finish in the 200and grabI backst roke I 206.0i
3 fourth in the 100-yard event
for a total of seven points
far tenth with Southern

ISMMew

,1 Tam O’Neill, who accomtacedo to the Texas tank pleased, stating, "We onute entry, but finished
Oklahoma, which entered

is

It continued, "USC’s showing
the top caliber swim.... have on the west coast.
those teams back east
,
:di through with their regular
lion, while out here we’re
Ire midst of our dual sea.:Imp not usually recordmarks because of a lack
-ience."

osh Baseballers
allop USF Nine
-

ses nosh baseballers ca,
d, on early inning wildness
I
i;irt of USE hurlers Friday
the
over
win
8-1
easy
:in
..,Ilings.
,d)ination of four walks and
I hits scored three runs
It-st for the locals, who
.
with a five-run outburst
!
two-run triple spark;
-tint attack in the sec.. -h sirs further aided by
ror.
iniler Bill Dawson went
are for the frosh, giving
dime hits while fanning
,
i seven inning fray.
I
only run came In the
was unearned.
- -

Shote SLATE
MAYFAIR
The last Voyage’
I Si . Dorothy Malone
Tony Cum

Cary Grant

’Operation
Petticoat’
El. RANCHO DRIVE-IN
SepFer. Bovd
"BEST OF EVERYTHING"
Brandon De Wilde
plus "BLUE DENIM"
Itclisrd EganDorothy McGuire

GAY THEATER
"SAT ONE FOR ME"
B,riq Crosby
S.^a.ra
"KINGS GO FORTH"
SPARTAN DRIVE-IH
OVER!!
;
1 ;if Acvi
"ON
"IDGF

ET-Er:NETT"

TOWNE THEATER
"THE MISTRESS"
..
plus
"APARAJITO"

BPART.AN 111AILY-3

rlOth
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Cincinnati
’Powerless’

Locals Seek Revenge

Spartan Netters Whip Hilltoppers;
Horsehiders Take On
San Francisco State Meet Strong Marines Here Today

By ’,ill It l’ETElis(

Is PEI LIU"
have carved a cool 2.36 ERA in
(This is the ninth in a series of 16
ti,%, II 1,/I 1-1-7 frames of toil.
articles on the major league teams.
)ffensively there is much room
TomorrowPhlladelphi Phillies.)
rill.01111OUr
’nu0 for improvement, as a .240 dish
1111
pros ing S.IY; baseball %arsil% mark is nothing to brag about It doesn’t seem liossible, hut
11 -6-1
currentis ini a three.’ especially for a permant contender.
the proof is in the udilin R., II la t game %% ill ...1,.,k.
1
Hurlers Taglialerri and HulniP
.
i
outing the _past fist- years the
The last tone the Spartans faeed moist top the butting statistics
Cincinnati Reds liae made a the Gators. tt.su weeks ago in Sari us still with a potent .533 mad
concentrated effort to &pleb, Fr:locket’, the locals butt a four - .461, respectively.
their must outstanding altribide guru a’ win skein smilax-do by S
First baseman Turn hike leads
-- power - - consequentit, losing crafty isirtsider Fr1711111e (llosser. the regulars Kith a .387 murk on
their reputation as one of the
12 hits in 31 at buts including the
league’s pennant threats.
At that time the general con- team hill leadership (10).
In the mid -fifties the Cincinnati sensus was that Glosser was just
Batting averages of the other
National League entry established lucky enough to win, hut his im- regulars: Larry Bachiu, 2b 1.298i;
itself as one of the most awesome pressive 13-0 shutout over Santa Atigie Scornaienchi, c t.278); Jim
murderers rows" ever assembled Clara Thursday stamps him as be. Pusateri, cf (.254); Doug McChesin the big time, highlighted by its ing a little more than fortunate, ney, 3b (.240); Emmett Lee, rf,
staggering 1956 team home-run and should he face the Spattans t.224); Billy Inderbitzen, as t.20‘.
total of 221 --tying the major lea- this afternoon as scheduled the and Bill Nichols, If (.135).
gue record set by the Mel Ott-led locals may well see another vii’New York Giants of 1947.
tory streak go down the drain.
During that destruetful era enSeeing to it that such a teapitchers feared the thought of get!) doesn’t occur, Sobezak will
having to face the Reds’ fence- counter with one of his two ace
busting lineup of Ted Kitiszewski, flingersGene Tagliaferri (-1-0)
Wally Post, Hay Jablonski. Gus or Jon Holmquist f2-3)
Bell, Frank Robinson, Si ky Bur’Tag" has been almost untouchBy DAN MATLOW
gess and Ed Bailey,
alile this year, allowing hut four
On a cold, rain-swept field at
Despite their frightening Mate , earned runs in 33 innings of lais)ri Berkeley. unsung, unheard-of, unpotential, the Reds somehow still for a stunning 1.09 ERA, while noticed Steve Maynard had his
couldn’t ascend the tipper reaches mound -mate Holmquist. isn’t far finest hour as he came from out
of the N.L., the primary reason i behind at 1.68,
of the pack of six to nab the 880
being an inadequate hill brigade. I That brilliant pitching alone has yard run which most experts conbeen the most significant factor in ceded to Cal’s great half miler Jer.
r
TODAY THE RIIINELANDERS leading the locals to a 5-1 WCAC , ry Siebert.
Maynard, a prime example of
still have their perennial mound state good enough for a first
woes, hut that power is also miss- Iplace tie with defending champion. Coach Bud Winter’s "gutty performers," broke from the tightly
ing, and the defense wasn’t streng- Santa Clara.
As a team the SJS chuckers clustered pack with 220 yards to
t henecl when Johnny Temple went
to the Cleveland Indians in a win- I
ter trade, so it looks like anotherl
lean campaign for manager Freddie Hutchinson.
Gone are Kluszewski, Jablonski
Post and Burgess, leaving on’)
Bell, Rubinson and Bailey to carry
a major share of the power load.
Unfortunately, backstop Bailey has never lived tip to Ilk 28homer ’36 output and it doesn’t
look like flychasers Bell and
Robinson, two of the game’s
best, ran do enottoti *0 improve
on the club’s ’59 mark of 74-80
and a tie for fifth with Chicago’s
Cubs.
As a matter of fact, the Bruins
and sixth -place St. Louis have improved considerably leaving a big
seventh spot vacancy ahead of
Philadelphia for the Reds to fill.
The only real strong area on the
squad is in the outfield where Robby and Bell combine with fleet 21 year-old Vada Pinson to form one,
of baseball’s finest garden corps.
ably fortified by reserves 4c rr y ,
Lynch, Lee Walls and Pete Whisenant.
With trouble-maker Billy Martin ,
d poor replacement for Temple’s
glove and bat. the Reds will also
he hurtin’ in the infield, as other
inner-defensemen Eddie Kasko...
Willie Jones and Roy McMillan I
are also multi -flawed.

JACKIE DOUGLAS
.. football to tennis

Cranston, the Marines’ No. 2
man will meet flob Hill, who has
ed marked improvement over

pikers Glitter in Rain

Chef Winter Cooks Bear Meat

ALTHOUGH THEIR hurling has
been slightly improved with the
acquisition of Cal MeLlsh from
Cleveland in the Temple trade, the
Red moundsmen who gave up close
to four and one-half runs per
game last season, are still in poor
shape.
ltiet.ish himself offers a considerable question mark. The A.L.
19 -game winner in ’59 might ;
find it harder to win in the league which offered him his first
big time trIal. He has an tin- ,
enviable 8-21 slate In previous
senior circuit duty and If he
can’t lick the old jinx it won’t
Is’ a very productive year for ;
Crosley field admirers.
Aging right handers Brooks Lawrence and Don Neweombe aren’t
likely to improve in ’60 and the
new rookie flingers coming tip arc
doing anything hut burning tip the
club’s spring camp.
On the other hand, Joe Nosh:III,
who broke in with Cincy as a 17i
year-old in the mid -forties, and
Bob Parkey, a disappointment io
’59, are just about due for a maul
season, no the pitching problems

WELL DONE!Track mentor Bud Winter cooks the remains
of the Cal Bears after his inspired team swarmed to an 84-47 win
in the rain Saturday at Berkeley.
somewhat solved with
could
their retttrn to top form and good
come through efforts on the part
of "Professor" .11m Brosnan and
newly -acquired relief ace Bill Henry.
There are going to have he some
unbelievable performances on the
part of the Reds this year if the
club expects to regain the stature
It held a few years hack.
If, and when, that happens the
nods could possibly he knocking
on that first division door, but
until then it’s going to he a long
climb up right from the bottom
step.
_
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My name is
Chris. I’m a 6. gal peddler from
Genoa. Me and
my crew, a cruddy lot, were en
our way to Hamodes to peddle.
We became lost
Ocean, had
Indioanaan
the
on
fog
in the
mutiny led by First Mate Hoffmak, and
all seemed
When
worst of all, I lost my spray deodorant.
lost, my crew brought a pair of contact lenses out. I
immediately pat than, on and soon found my way to
we now have BAGELS
land. Thanks to rny contact I
In North Beach Have you yours?

CONTACT LENS CENTER
JOET ALLENFRANK JACKSON

Technicians
CY 7.5174

early season matches. Ciaorid.in is
a strong leithander with wins over
professionals Alex Oimedo and
Ashley (Viper. and Hill will have
his hands frill against the Marine
8CP.
Nick Scharf is slated to meet
Sledge, and with heavy support
trom the bottum three will be
,over Butch krtkorian’s
has
team.
local
Following the Nlarine nititch the
Spartans will trate! to Muraga
inuot ttic St Mary’s
I umorilr.%
Gaels.

AL CORRAL
Representing Senion,
Graduates with the
Lincoln College Plan.
You Benefit with These Advantages:
Low rate to students.
Flexibilitytailored to present and
future needs.
You make no regular doposits until
you are out of school.

again and there Is no telling
go and relused to quit.
Erroll Williams broke Herm 5’, lieu the all-purpose thinclad
Wyatt’s five year old meet record will be available to Winter’s
in the high jump when he soared l’Orps.
6 feet 8 3 -8 inches. Williams has
Phil Clifton, also the victim of
realized that Vance Barnes will be a pulled thigh as he cleared the
stiff competition throughout the last hurdle en route to what apyear and is beginning to show his peared to be a cinch victory, is
NCAA winning form of 1939.
reported okay.
Husky Tom Daniels also got
On the verge of defeating the
his name in the record books by celebrated Bear, Cebron Russ.
Call or risk
hurling the discus 163 feet one Clifton’s thigh gave out, hut the
College Man’s Plan
half inch. The all-around track game hurdler limped home with
-750 E. JACKSON ST.
man also nabbed a first place In third place.
CY 7-73411
the javelin event with a 195
foot toss.
Willie Williams appeared overDON’T STOP US!
confident on the last leg of the
We’re
Headed For A
mile relay and was almost nipped
at the tape by Cal’s valuable Siebert. The Raiders had an eight
yard lead going into the final quarter and Williams considerably
lengthened the lead to 15 yards.
Siebert made his move pn the far
turn and closed the gap to five.
yards at the finish.
Running with effortless ease.
"Choo Choo" Charlie Clark trailed
Cal’s Allan Gaylord for the first
seven and one-half laps of the two
FOURTH and ST. JAMES
mile run.
With a burst of speed. Clark
sailed by the astonished Bear
and kicked the final 200 ard’,
to win in 9:19.6.
Low hurdler Mickey Machamer
closed the gap on Cal’s alvvays
tough Willie White to a bare inch
Although given the same time it
23.5, Machamer was awarded a
second to the flashy Bear.
Behind at the 190 yard mark.
Machamer picked up speed, bot
.
not enough to beat White.
’Two Spartans pulled up lame
after the meet. Bruce McCullough
almost failed to finish the 440 yant
dash, but the determined sophomore hung on for second place
with the time of :49.3.
His left thigh, which had
plagued him during the earlier
part of the campaign o as polled

RANGIBURGER

4 5‘
TICO’S TACOS

mosher’s presents ...

Party -

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

1.,41 . . .

co_sponsors
DAY’S
See their new
Hopsack Pants

NEW YORK $149
STEAK

(the 5 Pointers)
in fan and olive.
7.95

Includes:
-DANCE"
TO THE FRESH

Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

..,\/ APPEAL OF

FiLIF LISTER

213 s

San Jose State’s net squad. fresh ’
from an 8-0 shutout over weak
USE Friday, will get a much stiff- i
et- test today when they meet
powerful team of San Diego Ma -1
rines at 2 p.m.
The Marines boast a pair of
former Davis Cuppers in Jackie
Douglas and John Cranston. Be.
hind them is Eddie Sledge, giving
the service team one of the strong- I
. est third men in the game.
Whitney Reed will battle Dougsl
I.,s. the former Stanford footballer,
the feature match. Reed, the
Hirtans’ NCAA champ will be up
iinst a strong baseline game.
pical of the Marine’s type of

\

Ns!, s.iii Franei- o
lege IT, I , come- lob,
(111. Inc a 2 p.j.

and 511;5
Bot,LY MAY RAND
FE AT USING
THE NAR DRIVIN SI%

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$113

s

allan
Coconut Grove
Son‘, Crux Beach
Sat,
April 2
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Students Must Show ASB Card

Julian iirSteaks
Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar

IT’S NO APRIL FOOL!!! Do-0,
No,ernum
of PLAYBC
t-t,z -e
store on Fr
April 1st. from 10 a.e,, f.s, 5:30 r
those of you who have filled out nr,,,e-n: lr,a are ava:;able
in the shop. and for those -1
a -e n-eserff that da,.
Donna Lynn will be dra, -; name-.
y1-7.nu: free pr no every half hour or so.
Some of the prizes are:
e.
$5.00 merchandise craer DAY’S Hopsack
$5.00 merchandise orde, : A
.
’ .
year PLAYBOY subsc,:
TUXEDO SHOP, a swemo,
your tickets prior to Friday, April 1st, to
the above prizes Drop into the shop for a-,

for women

JIMMIES, Ten
Pants Ten- --e
Ti’- -se.
.
Be sure to get
be eligible for
the detads .

mosher’s
50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

nr

fr,r1
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Macmillan Confers with Ike

New Generation Appraisal
Varied in White House Meet
WASHINGTON (UPIIAmeri ca’s young people were described
yesterday as pampered, self-indulgent, materialistic, uncommitted.
milling about without a sense of
direction and lacking in high
ideals.
Before the same gathering, the
same young people also were described as sincere, intelligent, unhypocritical, ambitious for achievement and hungry for firm and
forthright parental guidance.

Sociology Club
New SJS Seminar Course
Plans Santa Clara Offered Area Businessmer
County Jail Tour
The San Jose State Sociology
club will tour the facilities of the
Santa Clara county jail Thursday
from 2:30 to 4 p.m., according to
Douglas W. Hardy, associate professor of sociology.
Interested students may sign up
on the Sociology department bulletin board outside of CI1227.
The tour is open to the student
body. The group will meet in front
of the Spartan bookstore at 2:20
p.m. prior to leaving.

Dr. Abram L. Sachet*, president
of Brandeis university, was considerably less sanguine. He said the
outstanding characteristics of modern youth are "lack of concern,
and lack of commitment to larger
issues that exceed purely individual pains and satisfaction."
A Protestant leader. U.S. executive secretary for the World Council of Churches, agreed that young
people are suffering from "inadequate objectives."

WIDELY VARYING
MOR F: ROI T
These widely varying appraisals
of the younger generation emerged from the first round of speeches
before the White House conference
(Continued loon rage
on children and youth.
membership in excess of 100.
Some 7000 delegates from all
Professor Tansey emphasized
parts of the nation are attending that the local is for teaching inthe week-long conference, which structors only and
not for adopened Sunday night with an ad- ministrators.
dress by President Eisenhower.
"Members must be carrying at
DEFENDS MODERN YOUTH least a one-half load in order to
The President lined up squarely qualify," tie added.
According to Dr. Lee, the organwith the defenders of modern
youth. He acknowledged concern izing movement in education is
MAC SEES IKEBritish Prime Minister Harold Macmillan yesterabout juvenile delinquency which just coming into its own because
day talked with Pres. Dwight Eisenhower about nuclear test ban
"has increased each year for the of many factors. One of these is
proposals. He is shown above as he left London. United States
past 10 years." But he warned I that "teacher had to really be
and British views of Russian A -ban proposals are reportedly
against pessimistic generalizations pinched moneywise to be spurred
very similar.
which "attribute to the many the into such action in the past. The
situation is different today," he
failures of the few."
"I have an unshakable faith in said.
MEETING SET
the overwhelming majority of fine,
Both Dr. Lee and Professor Tanearnest, high-spirited youngsters
who comprise this rising genera- sey expressed the hope that all
tion of Americans," Eisenhower instructors at SJS would come to
the meeting, April 5 at 3:30 p.m.
said.
in TI155, and learn what the local
The Rev. V. Donald Emmet conThis series of lectures is being
VIEW SECONDED
tinues his lecture series entitled presented to expose the disillusionHis optimistic view was second- hopes to gain in organizing.
Election of officers has been set "Saints, Sinners, Skeptics" today
ed by one of the nation’s foremost
ment that occurs with the "shalsocial scientists when the confer- for the second meeting at an as and tomorrow in the Christian low, sterile ’popular religion’ of
center.
ence split up into five separate yet undisclosed time.
is
This week’s topic, "Jesus vs. In- America wherein Christianity
concurrent "theme assemblies."
stitutional Religion" will be pre- often summed up as obeying the
Dr. Talcott Parsons, professor
sented today at 12:30 p.m. and Ten Commandments, the Boy
of sociology at Harvard university,
3:30 p.m. tomorrow. In his talks, Scout oath and the Bill of Rights."
said today’s young people are "unMr. Emmet said that the indiMr. Emmet will discuss the meanderstandably hesitant and uncering "the Cross" and will reveal the vidual lectures are open to all intain" about some aspects of life
But on the whole, he added, they
San Jose State’s all -college dangers of contemporary Christen- terested students, whether or not
they have attended preceding lcare "active, eager and ambitious ping pong tournament will be dog’.
t tires.
JESUS’ REACTION
and are undertaking very great held at tomorrow night’s Coefforts to secure training for Ree program In the women’s
He also will relate Jesus’ reacworthwhile achievemente
gym from 7:30 to 10, according tion to the then current patterns
to Mike Jackson, (’u -Bee chair- of legalism, priestly religion and
COLLEGE HEAD CRITICAL
man.
Messianic expectations, and paral"I would think it very difficult
badminton, four- lel these with the similar dangers
indeed to prove that any previous
square, and shuffleboard will he that have crept into contemporary
American generation has hail
available for student participa- institutional Christendom.
ror ideals." he said.
tion, Jackson added.
TO EXPOSE DISILLUSION
Students
participating
in
Mr. Emmet said that "There is
sports are request ed to we a r
is certain ironic character about
tennis shoes.
many contemporary expressions of
Christianity with regard to a hunger for ’success and bigness’ and
.
fellow":
with rigid moralisms and dogmas.
ship will visit the San Jose Rescu.
that -,-em to cut art -ass the grain
Mission tonight to present an eve- i of .1,message
ning service and take charge
NOTE, Interviews are held in the
the program. The meeting starts- Placement office. Adm234. Appoint.
at 7:30. The group will meet in went lists are put out in advanc of
front of the Music building at 7 the interview and students are requestp.m. for car pools.
ed to sign up early.
The group invites any interChoshan fellowst
TODAY
ested person: to join it for the
evening.
First Western Bank and Tr,..st co
Christian Science club,
.

Profs’ Union

Lecture Series Features
Jesus vs. Institution Toda

Co-Rec Program
To Be Ping Pong

Catholic To Talk
On Overpopulation
Father Anthony Zimmerman,
SVD, PhD, of Saint Mary’s seminary, Techny. Ill, will discuss the
problem of overpopulation tomorrow at 8 p.m. at Newman hall, 70
Fifth at.
Father Zimmerman spent five
years working as a missionary
among the Japanese at Nagoya.
Japan. From his work there he
wrote his doctorial dissertation on
overpopulation, a study of the papal teachings on the problem with
special reference to Japan.
He served as vice director of
the Cathechist Training college of
Nagoya and assisted in laying the
foundation of Our Lady’s Institute
of Cathechist and Lay Apostles in
Japan.
He is presently lecturer in mor.11 theology at Saint Mary’s seminary and retains his position on
the staff of the Catholic university of Nagoya.
He received his doctorate in
sacred theology from the Catholic university of America.

Publicity Meet

Beginning April 20. San Jose apnellwofanabguemsine:inst
if Sales"
State College will jointly sponsor discuss
a new type of seminar course, deSJS PROF’S TALK
May 4, Dr. Edward Laurie
signed to give practical, collegea,
level instruction to business mana- spocniamitealptreofesrLsocrriniff
nazi,staasrd
gers of Independent firms in the
professor of business, will
discus:
area.
"New Management
Techniques."
In addition to SJS, classes are
Other topics for The
classes ir
sponsored by the Greater S a n dude: Problems
and Approaehe
Jose Chamber of Commerce and in
to Financingdmaanllliiicimn)einssu:nlife:
the U.S. Department of Com-

merce’s small business administra- tions;
Government Hein for
Small
tion.
Business; Tax and Legal
Problem:
Affecting
the
Small
TEACH
BUSINESS LEADERS
Business Man
Various leaders in the business ager,
the
eight -week slit
field will address the weekly semiimilllgabgenitnbepkreesyintoetnet sopef ajko
nar classes, which will be a series
sjeerup,CnehClimym8raia’Allo
of eight.
Magnin Co., San Francisco,
A $60 enrollment will be charged, which will include refreshments.
The first class will be "Essentials of Good Small Company
Management," given by Richard
M. Oddie, Bank of America assistant vice president. On April 27,

Patronize
Our Advertisers

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA
545 S. 2nd. St. Hours 7

A.M. to 9 P.M.

WORK OF ART
by

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA

Publicity chairmen itt :ill fraternities and sororities will meet
at the Delta Upsilon house, 115 S.
11th at, tomorrow at 7 p.m.
The I.F.C. has described this
meeting mandatory.

SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

15%

our

DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD
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To Visit Mission
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Spartaguide

Alcoa Subsidiary
Now accepting applications
Sat.
for men evening and
work in our personnel, service
service and sales depts. EXCELLENT PAY pus ALCOA
SCHOLARSHIPS. Must have
car and phone. Apply window
E, Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda. 7 p.m.,
Thurs. nights. See Mr. Laws.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a lin first insertion
20c s line succeeding insertion
2 lies minimum
To Place an Ad:
Call et Student Affairs Office
Room 16 Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Transportation Wanted
Wont r,dr, Incvr71 tr,y a.m, end no
turn 5
,
.valnut Croat sccs
CY 2.81,2.
Cpl, needs rid. Salem. Ora., April 8 r
9. moll sr-ore ca. Call Joyce Brown Cr
7 7724.
Apartments Per Rent

11.5. Department of Commerce Bur.
eau of Public Roads.

Newman club.

Spartan Shields..
Pacific F1rarce corp.. Los An3e1os.
econor. TOMORROW
Newman club.

Ernst and Ernst. San Francisco. J;nicr
administration and
TOMORROW
First ,Wemst:rrn 9tneinetntdr..Tnre
Trust
. no
e
ne,.
n4rrar;on or general.
U.S. Department of Commerce Bur.
eau of Public Roads. (See abouni.
(Sec.
Ernst and Ernst, San F -a-

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
fc,

PERSPECTIVE 9:40 a.m.
WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.
and
A service to students beginning this Sunday. Church bus
stops at 7th and San Fernando. 9:15, 7th and San Carlos.
9.20 a.m. Returns to campus.
12:30 p.m. No charge. Other
stops as requested (CY 47071.

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
F
^
- High sth,-, aMF..,c10,to City ,-..hools.
TOMORROW
F

’Take the Bus’

I

Relax from the pressures of a textbook
world

Studies Apt. Uri. furn. Ideal for Celle
Student. Ava11 Apr. I. AN 9-3928.

for a delightful change in pace
Find new pleasure you never really expected . . . in the pages of exciting
novels
. in the inspirational works of
authors whose names are so familiar,
yet so neglected. New pleasurable hours
in the hobby you learned in
how-tedo-it book, lose yourself for a few hours
each week behind the pages of fascinating book end find pleasurethat you
forgot ever existed.

Deluxe 3 rms. plus new FUN% elec. K
Ww corps’s. 231 E. San Fernando Sr
CY 2-5413. AN 9.9278. Now loasin-j
aduIrs
Antes ter Sale
-1
TR3, wire whacla, tonne,
91,49 rti..J old, cored. $1700. Cr’ 2 5013
MIseelleeme for Selo
Typewriters Portable. New German make
with American stand. knyto. Cost $149.50
Sacrifice $70. ANdrew 4.9797
Special Notices
IT’S COMING -APRIL 23rd!!!!

San Ise
9 00 P
Theradery

1195. Sas Perused,
Simi Sane
Repines
Fur Lest
CY11.11113

OOK SHOP

but there will be soon
Youth is no obstacle at IBM for outstanding people.
The way up is always open. We’ve been expanding
rapidly ... and we promote from within.
Whether you’re majoring in engineering, math, science,
business administration, or liberal arts, I’d like to tell
you about IBM and the field of data processing. More
important, you should know about the varied and exciting career opportunitiesin direct and indirect market.
ing, applied science, programming, systems, and others
for ambitious people with good scholastic records.

See your placement officer for more information. If We
have already interviewed on this campus, and you aid
not get to see us, please write or call;
Mr. J. W. Luke, Branch Manager
International Business Machines Corporation
1955 The Alameda, San Jose 26, Calif.
Telephone, CHerry 8-2620

DATA PROCESSING DIVISION

IBM.

NEW
Franc
day i
lan
$0 atl

